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Abstract. Query recommendation suggests related queries for search
engine users when they are not satisfied with the results of an initial input query, thus assisting users in improving search quality. Conventional
approaches to query recommendation have been focused on expanding
a query by terms extracted from various information sources such as a
thesaurus like WordNet1 , the top ranked documents and so on. In this
paper, we argue that past queries stored in query logs can be a source
of additional evidence to help future users. We present a query recommendation system based on large-scale Web access logs and Web page
archive, and evaluate three query recommendation strategies based on
different feature spaces (i.e., noun, URL, and Web community). The experimental results show that query logs are an effective source for query
recommendation, and the Web community-based and noun-based strategies can extract more related search queries than the URL-based one.
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Introduction

Keyword based queries supported by Web search engines help users conveniently
find Web pages that match their information needs. A main problem, however,
occurs for users: properly specifying their information needs through keywordbased queries. One reason is that queries submitted by users are usually very
short [8]. The very small overlap of the query terms and the document terms
in the desired documents will retrieve Web pages which are not what users are
searching for. The other reason is that users might fail to choose terms at the
appropriate level of representation for their information needs. Ambiguity of
short queries and the limitation of user’s representation give rise to the problem
of phrasing satisfactory queries.
The utilization of query recommendation has been investigated to help users
formulate satisfactory queries [1, 3, 4, 8–10]. For example, new terms can be expanded to the existing list of terms in a query and users can also change some
or all the terms in a query. We summarize the main process of query recommendation in the following three steps:
1
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1. choosing information sources where most relevant terms as recommendation
candidates can be found, given a current query;
2. designing a measure to rank candidate terms in terms of relatedness;
3. utilizing the top ranked relevant terms to reformulate the current query.
The selection of information sources in the first step plays an important role for
an effective query recommendation strategy. The general idea of existing query
recommendation strategies [3, 4, 9, 10] has focused on finding relevant terms
from documents to existing terms in a query based on the hypothesis that a
frequent term from the documents will tend to co-occur with all query terms.
On the Web, this hypothesis is reasonable, but not always true since there exists
a large gap between the Web document and query spaces, as indicated by [4]
which have utilized query logs to bridge the query and Web document spaces. In
this paper, different from the above researches, we think that past queries stored
in the query logs may be a source of additional evidence to help future users.
Some users who are not very familiar with a certain domain, can gradually refine
their queries from related queries that have been searched by previous users, and
hence get the Web pages they want.
In this paper, we present and evaluate a query recommendation system using
past queries that provide a pool of relevant terms. To calculate the relatedness
between two queries, we augment short Web queries by three feature spaces, i.e.,
noun space, URL space, and community (community means Web community in
this paper) space respectively. The three feature spaces are based on Web access
logs (the collected 10GB URL histories of Japanese users selected without static
deviation ) and a 4.5 million Japanese Web page archive. We propose a query
recommendation strategy using a community feature space which is different
from the noun and URL feature spaces commonly used in the literature [1, 3, 4,
8, 9]. The evaluation of query recommendation is labor intensive and it is not
easy to construct an object test data set for it at current stage. An evaluation is
carefully designed to make it clear that to which degree different feature based
strategies add value to the query recommendation quality. We study this problem
and provide some preliminary conclusions. The experimental results show that
query logs are an effective source for query recommendation, and communitybased and noun-based methods can extract more related search keywords than
the URL-based one.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Firstly, we introduce three
query recommendation strategies in Section 2. Then, we describe the details of
experiment methodology and discuss the experimental results in Section 3 and
Section 4 respectively. Lastly, we conclude our work in Section 5.
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Query Recommendation Strategies

The goal our recommendation system is to find the related past queries to a
current query input by a Web user, which means we need to measure the relatedness between queries and then recommend the top ranked queries. Previous
queries having common terms with the input query are naturally recommended.

However, it is possible that queries can be phrased differently with different
terms but for the same information needs while they can be identical but for the
different information needs. To more accurately measure relatedness between
two queries, most of existing strategies augment a query by terms from Web
pages or search result URLs [1, 5, 8]. We think that the information related to
the accessed Web pages by Web users are useful sources to augment original
queries because the preferences of a user are reflected in form of her accesses.
One important assumption behind this idea is that the accessed Web pages are
relevant to the query. At the first glance, although the access information is not
as accurate as explicit relevance judgment in the traditional relevance feedback,
the user’s choice does suggest a certain level of relevance. It is therefore reasonable to regard the accessed Web pages as relevant examples from a statistical
viewpoint.
2.1

Three Feature Spaces for Query Recommendation

Given these accessed Web pages, we define three feature spaces as noun space,
URL space, and community space to augment their corresponding Web queries
and then estimate the relatedness between two augmented queries.
Noun Space As we know, nouns in a document can more accurately represent the topic described by the document than others. Therefore, we enrich a
query with the nouns extracted from the contents of its accessed Web page sets,
which intends to find the topics hidden in the short query. Our noun space is
created using ChaSen, a Japanese morphological analyzer 2 . Since we have already crawled a 4.5 million Japanese Web page archive, we can complete the
morphological analysis of all the Web pages in advance.
URL Space The query recommendation strategy using the noun feature space
is not applicable, at least in principle, in settings including: non-text pages like
multimedia (image) files, documents in non-HTML file formats such as PDF and
DOC documents, pages with limited access like sites that require registration and
so on. In these cases, URLs of Web pages are an alternate source. Furthermore,
because the URL space is insensitive to content, for online applications, this
method is easier and faster to get recommendation lists of related past queries
than the noun feature space. Our URL space consists of the hostnames of accessed URLs in our Web logs. The reason that we use hostnames of URLs will
be explained in Sectioin 3.2.
Community Space The noun and URL spaces are straightforward and common sources to enhance a query. In this paper, we utilize the Web community
information as another useful feature space since each URL can be clustered into
its respective community. The technical detail of creating community is in our
previous work [7] which created a web community chart based on the complete
bipartite graphs, and extracted communities automatically from a large amount
of web pages. We labeled each Web page by a community ID. As thus, these
community IDs constitute our community space.
2
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Fig. 1. The architecture of our system

2.2

Relatedness Definition

In this section we discuss how to calculate relatedness between two queries enriched by the three feature spaces. The relatedness is defined as
P
P
ei ∈qx &ei ∈qy fqx (ei ) +
ei ∈qx &ei ∈qy fqy (ei )
Rqx ,qy =
,
2
where qx and qy are queries, and Rqx , qy is the estimated relatedness score between qx and qy . Let Q = {q1 , q2 , . . . , qx , . . . , qn } be a universal set of all search
queries where n is the number of total search queries. We augment the query
qx by adding one of the three feature spaces(i.e., noun, URL, and community
ID), denoted as: qx = {e1 , e2 , . . . , ex , . . . , em } where ex is an element of the used
feature space and m is the total number of elements. The frequencies of elements
in a query are denoted as fqx = {fe1 , fe2 , . . . , fex , . . . , fem } for a single feature
space. For URL space, we can get the frequencies of URLs visited by different
users using access information in our Web logs.
In addition, we create an excluded set which stores the highly frequent elements of URLs, communities and nouns contained in accessed Web page sets.
For example, the highly frequent elements of URLs are Yahoo!, MSN, Google
and so on, and the highly frequent elements of nouns are I, today, news and so
on. We exclude a highly frequent element eh from the frequency space of fqx if
the number of the test queries which feature spaces include eh are more than
half of the number of all the test queries used in our evaluation.
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3.1

Experiment Methodology
Our System Overview

The goal of our query recommendation system is to find the related queries
from past queries given an input query. Figure 1 shows a sketch of the system
architecture consisting of two components. One is “Web Server(Apache)” where a
user interactively communicates with our system. The user inputs a query to the
Web server, and then the Web server returns the list of related past queries to her.
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Fig. 2. The user interface of our system

The other is “Query Recommendation Data” storing the recommendation results
of the three strategies discussed in Section 2. Our Web logs, Web community, and
Web page archive data ensure the richness of information sources to augment
Web queries. The interface of our query recommendation system is illustrated
in Figure 2. A user can input a search query in Figure 2(1) while the related
queries recommended by the component “Query Recommendation Data” are
shown below and divided by using different feature spaces. Then, the user can
choose one recommended query to add or replace the initial query and submit
the reformulated query to a search engine selected from a dropdown list as
shown in Figure 2(2). Finally, the search results retrieved by the selected search
engine are listed in the right part. Furthermore, in Figure 2(3), there are two
slide bars which can adjust the lower and upper bounds of relatedness scores.
For each feature space, the maximal number of recommended queries is 20. If
the user wants more hints, she can click a button shown in Figure 2(4) to get
more recommended queries ordered by their relatedness scores with the initial
query. The more the recommended query is related to the initial query, the
query is displayed as a deeper red. Figure 2 presents recommendation of the
query “Bank” as an example. Since in this study we utilize Japanese Web data,
the corresponding English translation is in the bottom of this figure. If some
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Fig. 3. A part of our panel logs (Web access logs)

queries are only available in Japanese, we give a brief English explanation. For
example, the query “Mizuho” is a famous Japanese bank.
3.2

Data Sets

Web Access Logs Our Web access logs, also called “panel logs” are provided
by Video Research Interactive Inc. which is one of Internet rating companies.
The collecting method and statistics of this panel logs are described in [6]. Here
we give a brief description. The panel logs consist of user ID, access time of
Web page, reference seconds of Web page, URL of accessed Web page and so on.
The data size is 10GB and the number of users is about 10 thousand. Figure 3
shows the details of a part of our panel logs. In this study, we need to extract
past queries and related information from the whole panel logs. We notice that
the URL from a search engine (e.g., Yahoo!) records the query submitted by a
user, as shown in Figure 3(a). We extract the query from the URL, and then the
access logs followed this URL in a session are corresponding Web pages browsed
by the user. The maximum interval to determine the session boundary is 30
minutes, a well-known threshold [2] such that two continuous accesses within 30
minutes interval are regarded as in a same session.
Japanese Web Page Archive The large-scale snapshot of a Japanese Web
page archive we used was built in February 2002. We crawled 4.5 million Web
pages during the panel logs collection period and automatically created 17 hundred thousand communities from one million selected pages [7]. Since the time of
crawling the Web pages for the Web communities is during the time of panel logs
collection, there are some Web pages which are not covered by the crawling due
to the change and deletion of pages accessed by the panels. We did a preliminary
analysis that the full path URL overlap between the Web access logs and Web
page archive is only 18.8%. Therefore, we chopped URLs to their hostnames and
then the overlap increases to 65%.
3.3

Evaluation Method

We invited nine volunteers(users) to evaluate the query recommendation strategies using our system. They are our lab members who usually use search engines

Table 1. Search queries for evaluation
Test Query Accessed Web Pages
Group Test Query Accessed Web Pages
Group
lottery
891
A
bank
113
C
446
B
fishing
64
A
ring tone
movie
226
C
scholarship
56
B
hot spring
211
A
university
50
C
202
B
soccer

Table 2. Evaluation results of our query recommendation system
Relevance of queries
Noun space Community space URL space
irrelevant
0.037
0.244
0.341
lowly relevant
0.043
0.089
0.107
relevant
0.135
0.131
0.106
0.707
0.480
0.339
highly relevant
relevant and highly relevant
0.843
0.611
0.444
un-judged
0.078
0.056
0.107

to meet their information needs. We also compare these strategies with the query
recommendation service supplied by Google search engine. Nine test queries used
in our evaluation are listed in Table 1. The total number of queries evaluated by
users are 540 because they evaluate the top 20 of recommended queries according to their relatedness values on each of the three feature spaces 3 . To alleviate
the workload on an individual user, we divided the nine users to three group
(i.e., A, B, and C) as shown in Table 1. We ask each group to give their relevance judgments on three queries. The relevance judgment has five levels, i.e.,
irrelevant, lowly relevant, relevant, highly relevant, and un-judged.

4

Evaluation Results and Discussions

4.1

Comparisons of Query Recommendation Strategies

The evaluation results of the recommended queries related with all search queries
are shown in Table 2 where each value denotes the percentage of a relevance
judgment level on each feature space. For example, The value with the “highly
relevant” judgment using noun space is 0.707 which means the percentage of
the “highly relevant” judgment chosen by the users in all recommended queries4
using the noun based strategy.
In Table 2, when the noun space based strategy is applied, there are more
recommended queries evaluated “highly relevant” and fewer queries evaluated
“irrelevant” than the other two feature spaces. Furthermore, if we combine the
“highly relevant” judgments and the “relevant” judgments, we still gain the
best results in the noun space while the percentage of the recommended queries
judged as “irrelevant” using the URL space (i.e., 0.341) is higher than those
3
4

9 search queries * 20 recommended queries * 3 feature spaces = 540 evaluated queries
9 search queries * 20 recommended queries = 180 evaluated queries

using other two spaces. In the community space, there are many recommended
queries evaluated “highly relevant” and “relevant”. Although the community
based strategy produces less related queries than the noun based strategy, it is
more than the URL based strategy. By using the URL space, the number of
recommended queries judged as “irrelevant” is more than that of queries judged
as “highly relevant” (e.g., “irrelevant” vs. “highly relevant” = 0.341 vs. 0.339
in Table 2). In general, the noun and community spaces can supply us with
satisfactory recommendation while the URL space based strategy cannot stably
produce satisfactory queries related to a query.
4.2

Case Study with “Google Suggestion”

We compare the result of our case study in Figure 2 with the query recommendation service provided by Google Suggestion. In Figure 2 our system presents
some good recommended queries related to bank in the noun and community
spaces such as “deposit”, “my car loan”, “toto” and so on that are not given by
Google Suggestion.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we design a query recommendation system based on three feature
spaces, i.e., noun space, URL space, and community space, by using large-scale
Web access logs and Japanese Web page archive. The experimental results show
that the community-based and noun-based strategies can extract more related
search queries than the URL-based strategy. We are designing an optimization
algorithm for incremental updates of our recommendation data.
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